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ABSTRACT

The neutron transport equation is solved by a hybrid method that iterati~ely couples regions where
deterministic (SN ) and stochastic (Monte Carlo) methods are applied. Unlike previous hybrid
methods, the Monte Carlo and SN regions are fully coupled in the sense that no assumption is
made about geometrical separation or der.oupling. The fully coupled Monte Carlo/SN technique
ccnsiste of defining spatial and\or energy regions of a problem in which either a Monte Carlo
calculation or an SN calculation is to be periormed, The Monte Carlo and SN regions arc 1hen
connected through the common angular boundary fluxes, which are determined iteratively using
the response matrix 11’chnique, and group sources. The hybrid method provides a new method
of solving problems involving both optically thick and optically thin regions that ncit. her Monte
Carlo nor S,V is well suited for by itnelf.

The fully coupled Monte Carlo/SN method has been implemented in the L$Ncode TWODANT
by adding special-purpose Monte Carlo subroutines to cakutatc the rwponse rnatricrs and grvup
souruw, and linkage subroutine to carry out the intcrfacc flux iterations. The common angular
boundary fluxes are included in the ,$N code w interior boundary ~ourcm, leaving the logic for thr
solution of the transport flux un-hanged, while, with minor modifications, the diflu~ion synthct,ic
aCC(’lCratOr rPmdn8 dktive ill MCd(?rfLti I’1~ thC SN Cdrll]atiOII!I, The Monte Carlo routinos havO
hcrn nuccosfu]ly vwtorized, with approximately a factor of fivo incrmac in spwvl ovor I II(I noII.
vwtorizd vcrf3ion,

‘]’hr hyhrid n]~thorl i~ rapahle of solving forward, itll~f)tllogcllcot]~ sourrc probhvns ill .I’ – }’ nnd
If – Z gmmmtricu, Thin cl bpat)ility now includvn mulitigroup prohlcmfl involving ulwc~ttor nil~l
fis~ion ill non-highly multlplyiug (k,lJ s .H) ~ystcnls, ‘1’IIP hybrid method IIIIH IWII apljliwl to
scvmal cha:: ‘ngillg Imt probkvns with good rvsults,



INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In the fully coupled Monte Carlo/SN response matrix method, spatial and/or energy regions of a
problem are defined in which either a Monte Carlo or an SN calculation is performed. The regions
are then connected th rough the common boundary fluxes, for spatial interfaces, and group sources,
for energy interfaces. The fully ccmpled Monte Carlo/SN technique differs from previous coupling
m~thodsl in that no assumptions are made about geometric separation or decoupling. Instead,
the commcn boundary fluxes at ,1 Monte Carlo/S~ spatial interface are determined through an
iterative process which uses a precalmlated response matrix for the Monte Carlo region, and
standard SN techniques in the .~A,region. Thus, the fully coupled technique is ideally suited for
problems involving both optically thick and optically thin regions which are tightly coupied, with
the Morte Carlo technique being used in the optically thin region, and the $V technique in the
optica!ly thick.

The practicality of the fuUy coupled Monte Car10/sN technique was first demonstrated for simpie,
one-group neutron transport problems in X - Y geometry with an inhomogeneous source in the
Monte Carlo regi~m .2 The hybrid method waa implemented in the SN code TWODANT3 by adding
special-purpose Monte Carlo and linkage subroutines. Interior boundary sources were included
in TWODANT to provide a link to the Monte Carlo region, leaving the logic for the transport
sweeps and D!ffusion Synthetic Af celebration (DSA) accelerator’ essentially unchanged, although
the efficiency of the DSA accelerator wac reduced by discontinuities in the tranport operator when
sweeping across an Monte Carlo/S,v interface. Reference 2 determined that the preferred location
for the interface between the Monte Carlo and SN regions was approximately one mean free
path into the the optically thick region. Although this reduces the efficiency of the Monte Carlo
calculation, since it increases the [~umber of scattering events, the inclusion of a boundary layer
places the Monte Carlo/S~ interface in a region where the angular flux is riot as highly anisotmpic,
Thus, the angular flux can be described by a lower-order SN quadrature set, reducing the size
of the response matrix, In reference 5, the hybrid technique wu successfully extended to more
general problems, including R - Z geometries and multigroup problems involving downscatter
only. however, the tetit problems were limited to just three groups with fictitous cross sections
such that the size of the boundary layer did not vary with energy group.

To be able to solve more realistic problems, we have now extended the fully coupled Monte
Carlo/S~ techniq’~e to include upsc~tter, fission, and variable boundary layers. Furthermore, the
Monte Carlo algorithms have been ;ectorized to reduce computation time, and the full effective-
ness of the I)SA accelerator has been restored,

THEO.lY AND lhf IJLEMENTATION

I,rt W; anfl ~~u( br dctlned aa the angular boundary fluxw ~i,trring and Iraving the grollp ~

hionf.c ( ‘arlo region, respectively, whc re each elcmont corresponds to a unique combination (state)
of ;patia] rcll and quadrature direct on, For the pure downmmtter case, the angular boundary
Iluxcs aro dotrrmincd by the iteratidi procedurr

with

Q;’” ‘: ~ R,, *y(’x’) + s;’”!
Q’<g

(1)

(2)



where the jj’th element of the response submatrix ~~g, represents the agular flu}: leaving the

group g Monte Carlo region in SN state j due to a unit Incident angular flux in SN state j’ of group
g’, and S~ut is the exiting flux from the Monte Carlo region under vz,cuum boundary conditions
(i.e., the outgoing angular boundary source du~~to the fixed source inside the Monte C arlo region ).

Note that ~Qg and S~”~ are precalculated by Monte Carlo techniques, while !P~(” is obtained by
out(r)

using an S,v solver with the prescribed boundary flux Wg with one SN calculation per iteration
step r. Instead of calculating the response matrices ~~~,, t’he downscatter contribution to Q~”~

is determined by sampling the ~~(m) directly using Monte Carlo, where ~~(m) represents the
converged incoming angular boundary flux. With this formulation, th~ direct calculation of ~ is
replaced by the calculation of G sub matrices ~~g. and G samplings of the incoming boundary

fluxes W~(m). Since only one submatrix E~g is required at any given time, the rem:inder can be

stored on disk, reducing memory requirements by a factor of G2.

To extend the hybrid method to problems including upscatter and fission, we include an outer
iteration p, and replace Equations (1) and (2) with

~;ut(p+l,r+l) = &g#$(p+l’r) + Q;@ P), g=l,. ... c, (3)

and

When sampilng the response submatrix ~~g, we increase the efficiency of the calculation by
removing the possibility of upscatter or downscatter, so that we actually deternlinc a biased
submatrix which we denote by ~Oa, We remove the bias when sampling the incoming boundary--
flux w~(p+l’w) by scoring in Q~”’(p+l) particles which scatter out of group g at so[ne point, but
latter scatter back in and cross the group g Monte Car~O/SN interface.

Wi’h this irnplementati:, n,we possibly perform G additional Monte Carlo calculations for each

‘n(p+l’m) for each group g in which a Monte Carlo/SNouter iteration p, since we must sample the *9
spatial interface exists. The expense of this would rapidly become prohibitive for slowly converging
problems in p. More importantly, the resulting statistical variations in the source term would
preclude any possibility of meeting the $N pointwise convergence criteria, which arc typi~a.lly cm

the order of 10-4, ‘rhus, we replace the sampling of ~~’’’+”~) with the sampling oi OVjn(”+’’m),
where

J@#n(p+l,m! = ~~(P+~q~) _ *in(p,m)
9“

(5)

Since Wr are now sampling only the difference between the incor,ling boundary flIIXIH, corrvci-genre

of t]IQ SN region source term is not impeded by statistical fluctatious in tlic hfontc (larlo r(~gio[l.

and ah the ln~gilitude Of W~(p+l’W) decreaeee, we reduce the number of historim ~,wd to samplo
il. With t.hi~ formulation, Equation (4) bccornm

(f;)



If the SN operatcr were strictly linear, we would expect the ~~(p+l’m) to be non-negative. Due
to the usc of negative flux fix-up in the SN, however, this is not the case. While it is generally
advantageous to avoid introducing particles with negative weights in Monte Carlo calculations,
we assume that, in this case, the magnitude of any negative residuals will be small enough so that

it will not adversely affect the hybrid results. Thus, when an element of W~(p+l’W) is negative,
we ~sign negative weights to the particles used to sample that state,

As previously mentioned, with real cross sections the size of the optically thick boundary layer
included in the Monte Carlo region will be group dependent. Variable boundary layer thicknesses
have now been implemented in the hyb. id method. For Monte Carlo calculations, when a particle
scatters gut of group g we check to see if its new group value places it in an SN region. If so,
we score it as a cell-centered angular flux. At the conclusion of the Monte Carlo calculation, we
integrate the resulting angular fluxes to get moments, which are then placed in the appropriate

& arl ay.

Cross sections for the Monte Carlo region are obtained from the discrete ordinates multigroup
cross section set. Angular scattering is represented in terms of equiprobable bins* defined so as

to approximately conserve the moments ~~11d~L aL(~) of the truncated angu]ar scattering cross
section a~(~), While currently restricted to isotropic scattering (L = O), we plan to extend
the hybrid method to include anisotropic scattering by incorporating a code which calculates
equiprobable bins for L >0.

Sources located in the group g Monte Carlo region as a result of SN calculations are sampled prior
to the iteration procedure of Equation (4). The cell-centered angular fluxes are reconstructed from
the SN moments and sampled using Monte Carlo. Particles which then cross a Monte (-’arlo/S’,W

out(p)
spatial inter[~ce in group g’ are stored in Q9, while those which scatter into ml SN region are
scored M above. As in the case for the incoming ~oundary fluxes, we actually sample the residual

out(p)
source 15Q9, , and allow the possibility of negative residual sources,

The special-purpose Monte Carlo subroutines implemented with TWODANT are bacically analog
routines, with no variance reduction techniques used other than implicit capture and stratified
sampling. To increase the efficiency of the Monte Carlo calculations, we have receudy vcrtorizcd
the Monte Carlo subroutines. The Monte Car]o routines are vectorizcd through the formation of

event .based stacks,7 where each stack ideally consists of a group of 64 palticles uncle “oing an
identical event, such as a collision. Cray Assembly Language (CAL) routines are used to encode
particle destination tag words, and to move particles between sta{ks, Vectorization resulted in
a factor of four to five increase in speed of the vertorized hfonte Carlo routine~ over the non.
Vrctorized Monte Crado routines,

The hlt)ntc Carlo region in linked to the SN region in TWO DAFi’~ through the incl~lHion of

inlerior boundary rmurccs, so that sw~ping alg~iiti~ms are Ilnaflectcd. ]lowever, the inclllsioli of
int~rior boundary sources does alTcct the operation of the DSA accelerator, either during its
cffwtivcnww, or eliminating it entirely for Bomc proldems. ‘rhi~ loBf3of effcctivene.w is WWlltiil!l~

duv 10 the introduction of a dlncontinuity in the transport cqllation. (Tonsider an SN swmp a.lIJng

a qlladratllrv dirwtion Wtlir]l I)@gins in an ,$N region, pwiscs through the h!ontv (;arlo region, ;III(I
I)ark out into an ,$N regio[i. As the transport qwwp ontors into t.hc hlolltr Carlo region, wo rontillllo

to detrrminc thp cell fluxes as norlnal, PVPn thoIIg}I lIIV ,$pJ V; LIUORiirr HIIl)siIqIIOI~tly rrl)lacv(l I)y
Mtmtr ( ~ar]o dctcrrrlincd valups, IIowrvor, when tho swoop rrofisos thu hf(mto (’~rlo/,Sv illtcr[;l(o
I)ack into an I$N rrgion, we roplaco t II(J ,$’,vralc[llato(l v;duw fur tlIv rcll.otlgr flIIxPs wit II I 110



interior boundary souce determined from Equation (3). It is this discontinuity in the transport
operator which interferes with the operation of the DSA accelerator.

To remove this discontinuity from the DSA equations, we set the within-group scattering sources
inside the Monte Carlo region to zero and replace the interior boundary sources with an inhomoge -
neous source located inside the Monte Carlo region which gives approximately the same boundary
source. This construction has proven to be as succesful in accelerati:lg the inner iterations as the
standard DSA method, i.e., the number of inner iterations required for an SN calculation in the
hybrid method is less than or equi~! to the number of inner iterations required by the standard
SN method.

RESULTS

We have applied the hybrid Monte Carh3/.$N technique to a sample problem in X - Y geometry
consisting of two uianium oxide plates with a density of 10 grn/cm3, 100% enriched in UZ35.
separated by an aluminum plate with a density of 3 grn/cm3 (Figure 1). Each uranium plate has
a width of 5 cm, while the width of the aluminum plate is 3 cm. The overall dimensions of the
block are 10 cm by 13 cm. The aluminum plate, plus a boundary layer of uranium of width 1
mean free path, is designated as the Monte Carlo region.

\Ve use a sixteen-group Hansen-Roach cross section set, with an isotropic surface flux in grou p 1
incident on the left-hand edge of the block between y = 6 and y = 7 cm, that is, incident on the
center of the left-hand edge of the aluminum plate. With a 1 mean free path (mfp) boundary

layer, the Monte Carlo region comprises the entire spatial geometry for the first two energy groups,
with spatial Monte Carlo/SN interfaces in groups 3 through 7 (Figure 2). We designate groups 8
through 16 u SN only groups.

Exalining the total reaction rates at the right-hand side of the block for group 1 (Figure 3), we
see that while the hybrid Monte Carlo/Se results agree closely with the Monte Carlo benchmark,
a standard S8 calculation exhibits severe ray effects. In order to obtain results wihin 5% of the
hybrid a[,d Monte Carlo results, an S30 calculation with a refined spatial mesh is required. 13y
group 6 ( Figure 4), the SN no longer suffers from ray effects, and all calculations are in good
agreement for both the left and right-hand edge reaction rates, although we see some statistical
variations starting to affect both the Monte Carlo and hybrid results. We note, however, that the

hybrid method was able to calculate accurate integral leakage results for all 16 groups ( Figure 5),
while the (analog) Monte Carlo calculation was not, returning zero values for the lower energy

groups. The hybrid technique used 145 CPU seconds, the Monte Carlo calculation 15.5 CPU
sw{mds, and the S30 calculation 458 CP[J seconds. The hybrid calculation required 7 outer
iterating for convcrgencc, while the S30 calculation nc{’derl 6, Approximately 9070 of the CPU
tilnc in the hybrid calculation was spent in Monte Carlo subroutines.

iVv bavc also applied the hybrid method to a ~amp]e problem in R - Z geometry consisting of
ii beam tube with a pure Ua3s target, The target Iliu a 1 cm radius and is 2 cnl thick, whil(’
the tube wnlln ronsi~t of 1 cm thick aluminum. The entire apparatus is surrounded by 10 cm of
polycthylrnr (t-h 1{801) shielding (Figure 6). The beam source is composed of 14 hIrV rwutrons
[Jrigiuating at a Jistarrce of If) cm from tbc target, WC usc a 3f)-group MI?NDF5 cross section sot
will] isotropic .watlrring. The interior of the bwun tutw and the U~:13 targrt arc dcsignntwl M

tbc Montv ( ‘arlt) region, and wf’ Hprrify il 1 mfp Imund; lry Iayur, r(~s{llting in the spxl, ial llolltc



Carlo/SN interface for the source energy group (group 2) shown at Figure 6. W’e use the Sv
method in all other groups.

Because of the beam source, even a standard S80 calculation provides pocr results, Instead, we
compare a hybrid hlonte Carlo/Se calculation with a multigroup (MC) MCNPE calculation. (\\’e
use the rntiitigroup version of MCNP since it allows us to use the same cross sectirn set used in
the hybrid calculation, ) Table 1 compares the energy-integrated right, bottom, and top leakages
calculated by the two methods, as well as the scalar flux in the U*35 target. The associated relative
errors are shown for the MCNP (MG) values, as well as the difference (in standard deviations O)
between the hybrid and MCNP results. From Table 1, we see that the top and right leakages,
as well as the scalar flux in the uranium. target, are in good agreement (within two standard
deviations). The bottom leakage, which is somewhat more ~ensitive to the SN quadrature order
than the other values, is still within three standard deviations of the MCNP result. While we do
not directly compute a variance for the hybrid results, we note that the error in the fluxes in the
Monte Carlo region due to the sampling of the source was less than 3%, while the L2 norm of the
estimated error in the boundary fluxes was approximately 1‘%. For this problem, approximately
80% of the CPU time for the hybrid calculation w= spent in Monte Carlo subroutines.

Figure 7 shows the top leakage as a function of energy group, while Figure 8 shows t!w group
fluxes in the uranium target. From Figures 7 and 8, we see that the hybrid results are in good
agreement with the MCNP (MG) results throughout the entire enwgy spectrum, and appear to
have less variance in the lower energy groups. (Note that no energy splitting was used in the
hlCNP calculation).

By applying the hybrid method to the beam problem, and using the Monte Carlo method in
selected spatial and energy regions, wc are able to obtain results with an S8 quadrature order
that we are unable to achieve with even a standard Sao calculation tha~ required over ten times
the amount of CPU time as the hybrid method. And by using the SN method ill regions where
the angular and spatial dependence of the problem are easily described by lower-order quadrature
sets and reasonably sized mesh cells, we are able to achieve results cor-.; :rable to an hlCNP
calculation at only a fifth the cost, Furthermore, the hybrid method provides detailed spatial and
energy information, while attempting to provide the same level of information \vith hfCNP would
require the use of many more historiee, even with additional variance reduction techniques.

DISCUSSION

The hypothesis of the hybrid Monte Carlo/SN ,nethod is that, by coupling the two methods
together in the same problem, we can solve certain types c,f problculs more cfticicntly than either
tile Mo.~tc Carlo method or the .9N method can by themselves, The results shown above clearly
demonstrate that this hypothesis holds even for semi-complex pro blcm!, with fission and real
cross sectior, setg, The fully co[~pled Monte Carlo/SN method appears to show real promise as an

alternative solution method for problems involving both opticaily thin and optically thick rrgions,
or problems with geometrically complicated and geometrically simple rrgions, The hybrid method
also allows sel~ctcxl energy groups to bc solved by the Monte Carlo method, while the rwnaindpr
ar~ sdv~d t)y ‘$N nlcthods, and can treat ~en~rd sO!lrce8, i[l~]u(fi)!~ those that ~{)ntai[l !iin~lllari[i~s
from all .?N point of View, natura]]y by using hlontc Car]o,



cross sections, and, if we wish to apply the method to highly multiplying mediums, some means of
accelerating the outer iterations. \Ve also need to use more sophisticated Monte CalLo techniques
that allow geometries other than -K - Y and R - Z in the Monte Carlo region, along with
enhanced variance reduction techniques. More problematical, it wouid be highly desirable to

provide more rigorous error estimates than are currently available in the hybrid method. Aside
from the last item, however, it seems clear that there are no significant remaining obstacles
towards the development of a generally useful hybrid Monte Carlo/S~ code. We believe that
further development of such a code is wmranted, and that it will furnish an attractive alternative
to existing solution methods for certain types of problems.

1 M. Il. Emmett,
Coupling Discrete
( 1973).
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Table 1. Hybrid Method/MCNP Comparisons, Beam Problcm

Mc’/s,g MCNP (MG) lji~crcnce 1
Right Leakage (p/see) 5.58e-l 5.66e-l (.0084) 1,7CI

Top Leakage (p/see) 3.54e- 1 3.52e- 1 (,0088) 0,6(7
l)ottom Leakage (p/ Bec) l,74e-1 1.67e.l (.0158) 2,70

[:1~ Flux (p/cm2-wc) 4.859e-l 1.!55e- 1 (.oo48) 1,/+(7
(’I>u ‘rime (s~c) — 103.6 595.8 .
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